
JOBS Unpaid Work Activities – 2015 FLSA Chart 
Maximum Number of Unpaid Work Hours Allowed in WE, SW and CP 

 

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) applies to individuals working in JOBS unpaid work activities. These are: WE-Work Experience, SW-Supported Work, and CP-
Community Programs. The FLSA requires that individuals engaged in unpaid work activities, in effect, cannot "work off" their TANF and SNAP benefits at an hourly 
rate less than the State minimum wage. 

 
The chart below provides the maximum number of unpaid weekly hours allowed under the FLSA for 2015. Maximum hours are calculated using the following 
formula:  (Monthly TANF grant amount + monthly SNAP benefits) ÷ Oregon hourly minimum wage ($9.25/hr) = maximum number of monthly participation hours 
allowed ÷ 4.33 = maximum number of unpaid weekly hours allowed.  If hours are partial, round down to lowest whole hour. 
 
Under this calculation, if a client is limited to participating less than the 20/30 (or 35/55 for two parent households) hours required by federal participation standards, 
but the client actually participates the maximum number of hours allowed, they will be "deemed up" to the 20 hours or 30 hours. For example, if a client can only be 
required to do 16 hours per week of WE, they will be "deemed up" to 20 hours as long as they participate the full 16 hours each week. In households with two work-
eligible adults, no deeming up is occurring and the only application of information is if the individual is going through the re-engagement process.  
Note – The “deeming” process is calculated at the state reporting to federal level, not locally.  
 
FLSA only applies to WE-Work Experience, SW-Supported Work, and CP-Community Programs 

FLSA Weekly Hour Maximum Total of TANF 
and SNAP Benefit 

 FLSA Weekly Hour Maximum Total of TANF 
and SNAP Benefit 

3 $120 - $160  22 $881- $920 

4 $161 - $200  23 $921 - $960 

5 $201 - $240  24 $961 - $1000 

6 $241 - $280  25 $1001- $1040 

7 $281 - $320  26 $1041 - $1081 

8 $321 - $360  27 $1082 - $1121 

9 $361 - $400  28 $1122 - $1161 

10 $401 - $440  29 $1162 - $1201 

11 $441 - $480  30 $1202 - $1241 

12 $481 - $520  31 $1242- $1281 

13 $521 - $560  32 $1282 - $1321 

14 $561 - $600  33 $1322 - $1361 

15 $601 - $640  34 $1362 - $1401 

16 $641 - $680  35 $1402 - $1441 

17 $681 – $720  36 $1442 - $1481 

18 $721 - $760  37 $1482 - $1521 

19 $761- $800  38 $1522 - $1561 

20 $801 – $840  39 $1562 - $1601 

21 $841 - $880  40 $1602 - $1641 

 
Although the individuals in the TANF and SNAP filing groups may vary, for the purposes of FLSA, the calculation of the maximum number of weekly participation hours allowed 
is based on TANF + the SNAP benefit allotment in which the TANF participant is in the filing group.  
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